
(c) 

threshold. 

(d) 

Utility Contractor may not split any contracts to avoid the $100,000 approval 

Contract Invoices. Utility Contractor shall pass all invoices it receives for third- 

party contract work used to provide Services under this Agreement directly through to ATCLLC, 

with no additional charges or markups, except as may be specifically authorized under this 

Agreement. 

5.  RESPONSIBILITIES OF ATCLLC 

During the term of this Agreement, ATCLLC shall, at its cost and expense, and in a 

manner consistent with Good Utility Practice, perform or provide the following at the times 

required to support the provision of the Services: 

(a) ATCLLC shall develop and maintain policies and procedures necessary for 

maintenance of reliable, cost effective transmission service and maximizing the useful life of the 

Transmission System, and shall implement those policies through the establishment of the 

Facilities Maintenance Plan and its directives to Utility Contractor. 

(b) ATCLLC shall provide Utility Contractor with all necessary access to the 

Transmission Facilities and ATCLLC properties upon which such Transmission Facilities are 

located. 

(c) ATCLLC shall, with the concurrence and assistance of Utility Contractor as may 

be necessary or appropriate, procure and maintain in effect all permits, certificates and licenses 

needed by the owner of the Transmission Facilities for the operation and maintenance of such 

Transmission Facilities. 

(d) ATCLLC shall prepare and submit to Utility Contractor, review with Utility 

Contractor, revise, approve and update Facilities Maintenance Plans, as described in Section 4.6 

hereof. ATCLLC shall review, revise and approve Budgets, as described in Section 4.7 hereof. 
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All such Facilities Maintenance Plans, revisions to Facilities Maintenance Plans, Budgets, and 

revisions to Budgets shall be reasonable, consistent with Good Utility Practice, in accordance 

with the adequacy language contained in Section 2.7 of the Operating Agreement of ATCLLC, 

and subject to ATCLLC’s commitment to fully utilize Baseline Resource Hours and the Baseline 

Maintenance Budget. Approvals of Facilities Maintenance Plans and Annual Budgets shall not 

be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 

(e) ATCLLC shall provide training sessions to familiarize Utility Contractor 

personnel with the processes and procedures relating to the Services that are developed by 

ATCLLC during the term of this Agreement for application by ATCLLC throughout the 

ATCLLC Transmission System. 

(0 ATCLLC shall provide Utility Contractor with such other information, oversight 

and direction reasonably required by Utility Contractor to fulfill Utility Contractor’s 

responsibilities under this Agreement. 

6. COMPENSATION OF UTILITY CONTRACTOR 

Compensation for Operation Services and Maintenance Services. 6.1 

As full and complete compensation for Utility Contractor’s provision of Operation 

Services and Maintenance Services, ATCLLC shall pay Utility Contractor all of the reasonable 

direct and indirect costs incurred by Utility Contractor in performing such Services. Direct and 

indirect costs include but are not limited to labor costs with loadings, which shall include labor 

costs for tasks such as recording costs and invoicing ATCLLC and the cost of materials and 

supplies; return of and on the cost of property employed; and payments to contractors, plus all 

overheads directly associated with any and all of these costs. 

6.2 Methods of Calculating the Compensation Due. 
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The methods and procedures for determining, recording, allocating, billing and auditing 

of Utility Contractor’s costs is set forth in Schedule 1 hereto. 

6.3 

(a) 

Minimum Compensation for Maintenance Services. 

Utility Contractor and ATCLLC shall in connection with the preparation of the 

initial Facilities Maintenance Plan determine the Maintenance Resource Budget. 

(b) The Parties shall identify that portion of the Maintenance Resource Budget that is 

attributable to Maintenance Resource Hours. 

(c) Section 6.1 notwithstanding, as minimum compensation for the performance of 

the Maintenance Services by Utility Contractor under this Agreement, ATCLLC shall annually 

pay Utility Contractor (i) the amount attributable to unused Baseline Resource Hours as 

determined pursuant to Section 6.3(d) below; and (ii) the amount of the Baseline Maintenance 

Budget less any amount that ATCLLC pays for unused Baseline Resource Hours pursuant to 

Section 6.3(d). 

(d) ATCLLC agrees to annually utilize all of the Baseline Resource Hours. Utility 

Contractor agrees to limit the use of subcontractors to the extent that use of subcontractors would 

result in Baseline Resource Hours not being fully utilized, except as agreed by ATCLLC. If 

ATCLLC does not fully utilize the Baseline Resource Hours, ATCLLC shall pay Utility 

Contractor for the unused Baseline Resource Hours, calculated as the product of the number of 

unused Baseline Resource Hours times an appropriately weighted annual average hourly cost, 

which shall be calculated as the actual annual charge for Maintenance Services rendered and as 

determined under Section 6.1, less supplies, materials, and subcontractor payments, divided by 

the number of hours spent by Utility Contractor’s own employees in providing the Maintenance 

Services. 
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(e) If payments of compensation under Section 6.1 are less than the minimum 

payments required by Section 6.3(c), ATCLLC shall pay Utility Contractor the difference. 

(f) Where the total cost of Maintenance Services rendered exceeds the Baseline 

Maintenance Budget payment, ATCLLC’s obligation to pay for unused Baseline Resource Hours 

is conditioned upon Utility Contractor’s compliance with its obligation under Section 6.3(d) to 

limit the use of subcontractors to the extent that their use would result in underutilization of 

Baseline Resource Hours. 

(g) Where the parent of Utility Contractor is a registered holding company under the 

Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, as amended (“PUHCA”), the minimum payment 

obligation set forth in Section 6.3(c) shall apply only to the extent allowed by PUHCA, or 

authorized pursuant to an exemption granted thereunder by the Securities and Exchange 

Commission. 

(h) To the extent that Force Majeure prevents Utility Contractor from performing 

Maintenance Services during the calendar year or prevents ATCLLC from taking Maintenance 

Services during the calendar year, ATCLLC shall receive a ratable credit against its obligation to 

utilize Baseline Resource Hours and its obligation to pay the amount of the Baseline 

Maintenance Budget. 

6.4 

(a) 

Compensation for Inventory and Storage. 

Upon cancellation or expiration of this Agreement, ATCLLC agrees to purchase 

the inventory of materials and supplies under the provisions of Section 3.8 of the Asset 

Contribution Agreement. 

(b) ATCLLC shall have the option to lease from Utility Contractor, or rent at cost, the 

warehouse space and other facilities and systems used by Utility Contractor to maintain and 

manage such materials and supplies. 
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6.5 Billing and Payment. 

Utility Contractor shall provide invoices to ATCLLC each month, setting forth the costs 

incurred by Utility Contractor during the previous month to provide the Services, and identifying 

costs accrued for Services by the Utility Contractor during the previous month, which accrued 

costs will be invoiced at a later date. ATCLLC shall pay each invoice within 15 days of receipt 

from Utility Contractor. Within 60 days after the end of each calendar year of this Agreement, 

Utility Contractor shall calculate the amount due under Section 6.3(c) above and shall provide 

ATCLLC with an invoice reflecting that amount. Billing and payment disputes that cannot be 

resolved in the normal course of business shall be resolved using the dispute resolution 

procedures described in Article 8. 

6.6 Audits and Adjustments. 

Utility Contractor shall maintain and retain for such time as ATCLLC may reasonably 

direct, but not for longer than six years, the books and other records needed to document the 

costs Utility Contractor incurs as a result of fulfilling its obligations under this Agreement. 

Utility Contractor shall respond to any reasonable request from ATCLLC for information related 

to a cost charged by Utility Contractor to ATCLLC by providing ATCLLC the information 

reasonably needed by ATCLLC to verify the cost in question. From time to time, ATCLLC may 

conduct, and Utility Contractor shall permit ATCLLC to conduct or cause to be conducted by its 

authorized agents, at ATCLLC’s expense, audits of the books and records of Utility Contractor 

that relate to the Services provided under this Agreement. Such audits will be conducted at 

reasonable, mutually agreed upon times, provided that ATCLLC must contest invoices within 

one year of receipt and must complete any audit relating to a contested invoice within a 

reasonable period of time thereafter. Any adjustment identified to be made as a result of an audit 
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and that is payable under Section 5 of Schedule 1 shall be made to the billing statement next 

issued following the conclusion of the audit. 

7. OWNERSHIP 

For the purpose of this Agreement: 

(a) Rights in ATCLLC Independently Developed Technology: Any Technology 

prepared, developed or acquired solely by the ATCLLC shall be owned solely by ATCLLC 

(hereinafter, “ATCLLC Owned Technology”). Except as provided for herein, nothing herein 

shall imply a license in the ATCLLC Owned Technology. 

(b) Rights In Utility Contractor Independently Developed Technology: Any 

Technology prepared, developed or acquired solely by Utility Contractor shall be owned solely 

by Utility Contractor (hereinafter, “Utility Contractor Owned Technology”). Except as provided 

for herein, nothing herein shall imply a license in the Utility Contractor Owned Technology. 

(c) Rights In Jointly Developed Technology: Any Technology jointly prepared, 

developed or acquired by the ATCLLC and Utility Contractor, shall be jointly owned 

(hereinafter, “Joint Technology”). The ownership rights granted under this paragraph shall be 

limited to the Joint Technology only and, except as provided for herein, does not grant any 

rights, license or otherwise in either the ATCLLC Owned Technology or Utility Contractor 

Owned Technology that may be necessary to utilize the Joint Technology. 

(d) Grant Of Rights In ATCLLC Owned Technology: To the extent any ATCLLC 

Owned Technology is needed by a Utility Contractor in furtherance of performing the Services 

or any aspect thereof, the ATCLLC hereby grants to Utility Contractor a full and complete, 

world-wide, royalty-fiee, fully paid-up, non-exclusive license to use, without the right to grant 

sublicenses, the ATCLLC Owned Technology. 
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(e) Grant Of Rights In Background Utility Contractor Technology: To the extent that 

background or underlying technology of Utility Contractor used by Utility Contractor in its 

performance of Services hereunder is required by ATCLLC to make use of ATCLLC Owned 

Technology or the Joint Technology in order to operate and maintain the Transmission Facilities, 

Utility Contractor hereby grants to the ATCLLC a full and complete, world-wide, royalty-free, 

fully paid-up, non-exclusive license to use the background or underlying technology of the 

Utility Contractor, for the term of this Agreement and afterwards but only for the purposes and to 

the extent used during the term of this Agreement, without the right to grant sublicenses. 

(f) Shared Rights in Joint Technology: The ATCLLC and Utility Contractor shall 

retain perpetually full and complete rights to (e.g., make, use or sell) the Joint Technology. 

Neither party may assign or otherwise transfer any rights in the Joint Technology, by license or 

otherwise, to the detriment of the other. 

8. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

Any dispute arising out of or in connection with this Agreement shall be resolved 

according to the dispute resolution procedures set forth in Exhibit B to the Operating Agreement 

of American Transmission ATCLLC. 

9. FORCE MAJEURE 

(a) Neither Party shall be responsible or liable, or deemed in breach hereof, to the 

extent the performance of its respective obligations hereunder is prevented or delayed due solely 

to circumstances beyond the reasonable control and without the fault or negligence of the party 

experiencing such impediment to performance, including but not limited to acts of God; war; 

riots; strikes, lockouts or other labor disturbances; labor or material shortages, including 

unavailability of Utility Contractor resources required for Operation Services or required for 

fulfillment of the Facilities Maintenance Plan; actions or failures to act on the part of 
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governmental authorities preventing or delaying performance; inability despite due diligence to 

obtain required licenses; or fire (such causes hereinafter called “Force Majeure”). 

(b) The Party experiencing the Force Majeure shall exercise due diligence in 

endeavoring to overcome any Force Majeure impediment to its performance, but settlement of its 

labor disturbances shall be entirely within its discretion. The Party experiencing the Force 

Majeure shall promptly give written notification to the other Party. This written notification 

shall include a full and complete explanation of the Force Majeure and its cause, the status of the 

Force Majeure, and the actions such Party is taking and proposes to take to overcome the Force 

Majeure. ATCLLC shall have the right, upon written notice to Utility Contractor, to obtain 

alternate contractors to perform the Services during any event of Force Majeure that prevents or 

delays Utility Contractor’s performance hereunder if the Force Majeure has or, in ATCLLC’s 

reasonable judgment, threatens to have an adverse effect on ATCLLC’s ability to conduct its 

operations. 

10. LIMITATION ON LIABILITY 

With respect to claims by and between the Parties under this Agreement, the measure of 

damages at law or in equity in any action or proceeding shall be limited to direct actual damages 

only, such direct actual damages shall be the sole and exclusive remedy and all other remedies or 

damages at law or in equity are waived and neither Party shall be liable in statute, contract, in 

tort (including negligence), strict liability, warranty or under any other legal theory or otherwise 

to the other Party, its agents, representatives, and/or assigns, for any special, incidental, punitive, 

exemplary or consequential loss or damage whatsoever, including, but not limited to, loss of 

profits or revenue on work not performed, for loss of use of or under-utilization of the other 

Party’s facilities, loss of use of revenues, attorneys’ fees, litigation costs, or loss of anticipated 

profits, resulting from either Party’s performance or non-performance of an obligation imposed 
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on it by this Agreement, without regard to the cause or causes related thereto, including the 

negligence of any party. The Parties expressly acknowledge and agree that this limitation shall 

apply to any claims for indemnification under Article 11 of this Agreement. The provisions of 

this section shall survive the termination or expiration of this Agreement. 

1 1. INDEMNITY 

(a) Utilitv Contractor’s Indemnification. Subject to the provisions of Article 10, 

Utility Contractor shall indemnify, hold harmless and defend ATCLLC, and its officers, 

directors, employees, affiliates, managers, members, trustees, shareholders, agents, contractors, 

subcontractors, affiliates’ employees, invitees and successors, from and against any and all 

claims, demands, suits, obligations, payments, liabilities, costs, losses, judgments, damages and 

expenses (including the reasonable costs and expenses of any and all actions, suits, proceedings, 

assessments, judgments, settlements, and compromises relating thereto, reasonable attorneys’ 

and expert fees and reasonable disbursements in connection therewith) for damage to property, 

injury to any person or entity, or death of any individual, including ATCLLC’s employees and 

affiliates’ employees, Utility Contractor’s employees, or any other third parties, to the extent 

caused wholly or in part by any act or omission, negligent or otherwise, by Utility Contractor or 

its officers, directors, employees, agents, contractors, subcontractors and invitees arising out of 

or connected with Utility Contractor’s performance or breach of this Agreement, or the exercise 

by Utility Contractor of its rights hereunder; provided, however, that the provisions of this 

Section shall not apply if any such injury, damage or death is held to have been caused by the 

negligence or intentional wrongdoing of ATCLLC, its agents or employees. In furtherance of 

the foregoing indemnification and not by way of limitation thereof, Utility Contractor hereby 

waives any defense it otherwise might have under applicable workers’ compensation laws. 
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(b) ATCLLC’s Indemnification. Subject to the provisions of Article 10, ATCLLC 

shall indemnify, hold harmless and defend Utility Contractor, its parent and its officers, 

directors, employees, affiliates, managers, members, trustees, shareholders, agents, contractors, 

subcontractors, invitees and successors, from and against any and all claims, demands, suits, 

obligations, payments, liabilities, costs, losses, judgments, damages and expenses (including the 

reasonable costs and expenses of any and all actions, suits, proceedings, assessments, judgments, 

settlements, and compromises relating thereto, reasonable attorneys’ and expert fees and 

reasonable disbursements in connection therewith) for damage to property, injury to any person 

or entity, or death of any individual, including Utility Contractor’s employees and affiliates’ 

employees, ATCLLC’s employees, or any other third parties, to the extent caused wholly or in 

part by any act or omission, negligent or otherwise, by ATCLLC or its officers, directors, 

employees, agents, contractors, subcontractors and invitees arising out of or connected with 

ATCLLC’s performance or breach of this Agreement, or the exercise by ATCLLC of its rights 

hereunder; provided, however, that the provisions of this Section shall not apply if any such 

injury, damage or death is held to have been caused by the negligence or intentional wrongdoing 

of Utility Contractor, its agents or employees. In hrtherance of the foregoing indemnification 

and not by way of limitation thereof, ATCLLC hereby waives any defense it otherwise might 

have under applicable workers’ compensation laws. 

(c) Indemnification Procedures. Any Party seeking indemnification under this 

Agreement shall give the other Party notice of such claim as soon as practicable but in any event 

on or before the thirtieth (30th) day after the Party’s actual knowledge of such claim or action. 

Such notice shall describe the claim in reasonable detail, and shall indicate the amount 

(estimated if necessary) of the claim that has been, or may be sustained by, said Party. To the 
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extent that the other Party will have been actually and materially prejudiced as a result of the 

failure to provide such notice, such notice will be a condition precedent to any liability of the 

other Party under the provisions for indemnification contained in this Agreement. Neither Party 

may settle or compromise any claim for which indemnification is sought under this Agreement 

without the prior consent of the other Party; provided, however, said consent shall not be 

unreasonably withheld or delayed. Each Party’s indemnification obligation will survive 

expiration, cancellation or early termination of this Agreement. 

12. INSURANCE 

(a) The Parties agree to maintain, at their own cost and expense, general and 

automobile liability, worker’s compensation, and other forms of insurance relating to their 

operations for the life of this Agreement in the manner, and amounts, at a minimum, as set forth 

below, 

(i) Workers’ Compensation Insurance in accordance with all applicable state, federal 

and maritime law, including Employer’s Liability Insurance in the amount of 

$1,000,000 per accident; 

Commercial General Liability Insurance, including Contractual Liability 

Coverage for liabilities assumed under this Agreement, and Personal Injury 

Coverage in the amount of $25,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury and 

property damage. Utility Contractor’s policy shall include ATCLLC and ATC 

Management Inc. as additional insureds and ATCLLC’s policy shall include 

Utility Contractor as an additional insured; 

Automobile Liability Insurance for all owned, non-owned, and hired vehicles with 

bodily injury limits of no less than $5,000,000 per person, $5,000,000 per 

(ii) 

(iii) 
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accident; and property damage limits of no less than $5,000,000 per accident. 

Utility Contractor’s policy shall include ATCLLC and ATC Management Inc. as 

additional insureds and ATCLLC’s policy shall include Utility Contractor as an 

additional insured; 

Where a Party has more than $100 million in assets it may, at its option, self (iv) 

insure all or part of the insurances required in this Article; provided, however, the 

self-insuring Party agrees that all other provisions of this Article, including, but 

not limited to, waiver of subrogation, waiver of rights of recourse, and additional 

insured status, which provide or are intended to provide protection for the other 

Party and its affiliated and associated companies under this Agreement, shall 

remain enforceable. A Party’s election to self-insure shall not impair, limit, or in 

any manner result in a reduction of rights and/or benefits otherwise available to 

the other Party and its affiliated and associated companies through formal 

insurance policies and endorsements as specified in the above parts of this Article. 

The self-insuring Party agrees that all amounts of self-insurance, retentions and/or 

deductibles are the responsibility of and shall be bome by the self-insuring Party. 

Within fifteen (1 5) days of the Effective Date, and each anniversary of the (b) 

Effective Date, during the term of this Agreement, (including any extensions), each Party shall 

provide to the other Party, properly executed and current certificates of insurance with respectto 

all insurance policies required to be maintained by such Party under this Agreement. Certificates 

of insurance shall provide the following information: 

(i) Name of insurance company, policy number and expiration date; 
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The coverage required and the limits on each, including the amount of deductibles 

or self-insured retentions, which shall be for the account of the Party maintaining 

such policy; 

A statement indicating that the other Party shall receive at least thirty (30) days 

prior written notice of cancellation or expiration of a policy, or reduction of 

liability limits with respect to a policy; and 

A statement identifying and indicating that additional insureds have been named 

as required by this Agreement. 

At a Party’s request, in addition to the foregoing certifications, the other Party 

shall deliver to the first Party a copy of applicable sections of each insurance policy. 

(d) Each Party shall have the right to inspect the original policies of insurance 

applicable to this Agreement at the other Party’s place of business during regular business hours. 

(e) If any insurance is written on a “claims made” basis, the respective Party shall 

maintain the coverage for a minimum of seven years after the termination of this Agreement. 

( f )  To the extent permitted by the insurer and commercially reasonable, each Party 

shall obtain waivers of subrogation in favor of the other Party from any insurer providing 

coverage that is required to be maintained under this Article 12, except for the coverage required 

under Section 12(a)(i). A Party shall not be required to obtain a waiver of subrogation if the 

other Party is not able to obtain a waiver of subrogation from its insurance carrier. 

13. SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS 

This Agreement and each and every covenant, term and condition hereof, shall be 

binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs, executors, 

administrators, successors and permitted assigns. Utility Contractor shall not assign its rights or 

obligations hereunder without express written approval of ATCLLC, except it may assign its 
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rights or obligations to a purchaser (or an affiliate) who will own all or substantially all of Utility 

I Contractor’s distribution assets or equity interests and who shall then be bound by all of the 

provisions of this Agreement. ATCLLC shall not assign its rights or obligations hereunder 

without express written approval of Utility Contractor, except it may assign its rights and 

obligations to a purchaser (or an affiliate) who will own all or substantially all of ATCLLC’s 

transmission assets and who shall then be bound by all of the provisions of this Agreement. 

14. NOTICE 

(a) All certificates or notices required hereunder shall be given in writing and 

addressed or delivered to the representative(s) specified in this Agreement. Notices shall be 

deemed received (i) upon delivery, when personally delivered; (ii) upon receipt, when sent via 

registered or certified mail; (iii) the next business day, when sent via overnight courier; and (iv) 

upon transmittal, when sent via facsimile. Copies of all general correspondence regarding this 

Agreement shall also be sent to these representative(s). 

(b) Notices submitted hereunder shall be directed to the following individuals: 

Notices to Utility Contractor: 

Attn: Edward M. Gleason 
Vice President, Treasurer amd Corporate Secretary 
Wisconsin Power and Light Company 
222 West Washington Avenue 
P.O. Box 2793 
Madison, WI 53703-2793 

Notices to ATCLLC: 

Attn: Walter Woelfle 
Vice President, Legal and Secretary 
American Transmission Company, LLC 
N16 W23217 Stone Ridge Drive 
P.O. Box 47 
Waukesha, WI 53 187-0047 
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Hany L. Terhune 
Vice President - Operations 
American Transmission Company, LLC 
N16 W232 17 Stone Ridge Drive 
P.O. Box 47 
Waukesha, WI 53 187-0047 

(c) ATCLLC or Utility Contractor may change their respective representative(s) 

designated to receive notice hereunder by written notice to the other Party. All correspondence 

and transmittals between the Parties shall be executed pursuant to coordination procedures that 

shall be developed by the Parties. 

15. MISCELLANEOUS 

15.1 Compliance with Laws. 

Throughout the term of this Agreement, each Party shall perform its obligations 

hereunder in compliance with all present and future federal, state and local statutes, ordinances, 

rules and regulations, including, but not limited to those pertaining to human safety, protection of 

property, non-discrimination, and protection of the environment. 

15.2 Entire Agreement. 

This Agreement, together with the Appendices and Exhibits attached hereto, is the entire 

understanding of the Parties regarding the subject matter hereof, and supersedes all prior oral or 

written discussions, negotiations and agreements the Parties may have had with respect to the 

subject matter hereof. 

15.3 Counterparts. 

This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, and each counterpart 

shall have the same force and effect as the original instrument. 
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15.4 Amendment. 

No amendment, modification or waiver of any term hereof shall be effective unless set 

forth in a writing signed by both ATCLLC and Utility Contractor. 

15.5 Survival. 

All warranties, remedial obligations, indemnities and confidentiality rights and 

obligations provided for herein shall survive the cancellation, expiration or termination hereof. 

15.6 Independent Contractor. 

Utility Contractor at all times shall be deemed to be an independent contractor and none 

of its employees or the employees of its sub-contractors shall be considered to be employees of 

ATCLLC during the term of this Agreement. Utility Contractor shall have no authority to act on 

behalf of ATCLLC or bind ATCLLC in any manner except as expressly set forth in this 

Agreement. The Parties acknowledge that neither this Agreement nor any of its provisions are 

intended to create any partnership or joint venture between the Parties. 

15.7 Confidentiality. 

(a) “Confidential Information”, as used in this Section 15.7, shall mean all 

information or documentation disclosed or made available by either Party to the other, including 

but not limited to correspondence between the Parties, business plans, financial information, 

policies and procedures, computer programs, reports and analyses, or other information which a 

Party in good faith designates as “Trade Secrets” as that term is defined in Wis. Stat. 5 

134.90( l)(c). 

(b) In consideration of the disclosure by one Party of Confidential Information to the 

other Party, the Parties agree that each of them shall undertake in good faith to accomplish the 

following additional actions with respect thereto: 
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(i) to use the Confidential information for the sole purpose of 

fulfilling the obligations of the Parties pursuant to this Agreement; 

(ii) to safeguard and hold in strict confidence all Confidential 

Information, limiting disclosure of Confidential Information to employees, 

contractors or agents who have a need to know; 

(iii) to protect Confidential Information from disclosure to anyone not a 

party to this Agreement without the prior approval of the disclosing Party; and 

(iv) upon the request of the disclosing Party and in any event upon 

cancellation or expiration of this Agreement, to retum all Confidential 

Information, or to certify that such Confidential Information has been destroyed. 

The restrictions of this Section do not apply to any information which is already (c) 

known by the receiving party, possessed by a third party prior to disclosure, acquired from 

anyone not a party to this Agreement without restriction, or which is publicly available. 

(d) Each Party retains all right, title and interest in and to any Confidential 

Information disclosed by the party hereunder. 

(e) In the event that either Party is required by applicable law to disclose any 

Confidential Information of the other Party, such party shall promptly notify the other Party of 

such requirement and cooperate with the other Party to protect the Confidential Information from 

any disclosure not required by law. 

(0 The obligations of this Section shall survive for a period of 3 years following any 

expiration or cancellation of this Agreement. 

15.8 Standards of Conduct. 

If the performance of this Agreement requires ATCLLC to disclose information about the 

Transmission System to Utility Contractor, the dissemination of which by Utility Contractor 
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would have been subject to FERC’s Standards of Conduct requirements, 18 C.F.R. Part 37, prior 

to the transfer of the Transmission Facilities, such information shall not be disclosed by Utility 

Contractor or ATCLLC to any persons that would not have been entitled to receive such 

information prior to such transfer. 

15.9 No Implied Waivers. 

The failure of a Party to insist upon or enforce strict performance of any of the provisions 

of this Agreement shall not be construed as a waiver or relinquishment to any extent of such 

Party’s right to assist or rely upon any such provisions, rights and remedies in that or any other 

instance; rather, the same shall be and remain in full force and effect. 

15.10 No Third-party Beneficiaries. 

This Agreement is intended to be solely for the benefit of ATCLLC and Utility 

Contractor and their successors and permitted assigns and is not intended to and shall not confer 

any rights or benefits on any third party (other than successors and permitted assigns) not a 

signatory hereto. 

15.1 1 Severability. 

In the event that any provision of this Agreement is deemed as a matter of law to be 

unenforceable or null and void, such unenforceable or void portion of such provision shall be 

deemed severable from this Agreement unless the removal of the unenforceable provision 

materially alters the obligations of either Party hereunder. Even if there is a material alteration in 

the remainder of the Agreement, the Agreement shall continue in full force and effect as if such 

provision was not contained herein., but the Parties shall negotiate in good faith new provisions 

in relation to the deleted provision that will to the extent practicable restore the benefit of the 

bargain contained in such provision, and that are consistent with Good Utility Practice and the 

adequacy obligation set forth in Section 2.7 of the Operating Agreement of ATCLLC. 
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15.12 Governing Law. 

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the 

State of Wisconsin, with the exception of any choice of laws provisions. 

15.13 Operation and Prospective Planning. 

Recognizing that the Parties have to prepare a Facilities Maintenance Plan and Budget 

prior to the Operations Date, the Parties will operate under the standards of this Agreement to 

prepare a Facilities Maintenance Plan, calculate Baseline Resource Hours, calculate a 

Maintenance Response Budget, and develop a Budget adhering as closely as possible to the 

timetables established for the first year after the Operations Date. 

15.14 Headings. 

The headings set forth herein are inserted for convenience and shall have no effect on the 

interpretation or construction of this Agreement. 

15.15 Affiliate Status of Parties. 

For purposes of Articles 10, 11, and 12, neither Party shall be treated as an affiliate of the 

other. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to b, exe 

their duly authorized representatives, effective as of the date first written above. 

AMERICAN TRANSMISSION COMPANY LLC 
By: ATC MANAGEMENT INC.,, its Manager 

TITLE Vice President -rations 

WISCONSIN POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 

BY 

TITLE 

uted by 
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EXHIBIT A 
OPERATION SERVICES AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES 

MAINTENANCE SERVICES MAINTENANCE SERVICES OPERATION SERVICES 
(continued) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(a) Operations (a) For Line Equipment (c) For ATCLLC Stations 
0 Station Property Grass Inspection Inspection 

0 aerial/walk/climb/infra-red 
0 underground 0 Station Property Vegetation 

Maintenance 0 Field Switching 
0 Communications Repair 

0 submarine cable 
Painting 
Wood Pole 
Inspec tion/Treatment/Repair 
(some replacements may be 
capital in nature) 
Line Repair 
(Insulation/Foundation/Hardware/ 
Conductor) 
Grounding 
Corrosion Control 
Maintenance of insulating 
fluiddgases, pumps, valves and 
protective devices) 
Right of Way Vegetation Control 
Right of Way Access 
Maintenance 
Right of Way Security Checks 

(b) For Station Equipment 
0 Inspection 

Painting/Switches/Bus 
0 Structure/Foundation Repair 
0 Breaker 
0 DCSystem 
0 Transformer 
0 SF6 Management 
0 Relay Testhlaintenance System 

0 Communications Repair (System 

0 Operations Analysis (System 

0 System Control DevicesRTUs, 

0 System Control Communications 

(System Protection) 

Protection) 

Protection) 

etc. 

Repair 

Control 

Maintenance (b) Emergency Response 
Station Property Building 

Station Property Snow Removal Services 
0 Station Property Gravel 
0 Station Property Access 0 Field Response 

0 Station Property Security Checks Response 
Maintenance 0 Emergency Cleanup Spill 

0 Post-Emergency Repair 

(d) Miscellaneous 
Special Maintenance Projects 

0 Grounding Repair 
Radio/TV Interference 
Major Equipment Repair 



SCHEDULE 1 
(ATTACHED TO OPERATION & MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT) 

1. General DescriDtion. 

Utility Contractor shall invoice to ATCLLC the actual costs of providing Services for the 

previous month. The invoice will also identify any costs for Services accrued during the 

previous month by Utility Contractor with the understanding that these accrued costs will be 

invoiced for payment at a later date (as they are paid by Utility Contractor). Utility Contractor’s 

invoices to ATCLLC will be in a consistent format and provided monthly together with the 

Utility Contractor’s detailed billing reports supporting the invoice. 

2. Methods of Calculatinp Costs to Be Paid bv ATCLLC. 

(a) Direct Costs. Costs incurred by the Utility Contractor that are solely and 

directly attributable to Transmission Facilities services shall be directly billed to ATCLLC in 

full. These directly billed costs shall be recorded as incurred by Utility Contractor to internal 

bookkeeping accounts designated as transmission billing accounts. The direct cost for materials 

and supplies shall be their book value. 

(b) Indirect Costs. Costs incurred by the Utility Contractor for activities that 

support the entire company or which support Transmission Facilities and services to 

Transmission Facilities plus other divisions of the company will be identified and a portion of 

these costs will be charged to ATCLLC. Utility Contractor will identify and aggregate all of 

these costs into recognizable categories and, in cooperation with ATCLLC, shall develop 

methods for calculating the portion of each cost category that should be allocated to ATCLLC. 

The method for determining the share allocable to ATCLLC may vary from cost category to cost 



category. A document describing the methods for allocating categories of costs to ATCLLC, 

including any allocation formulas, will be attached to this Schedule 1. 

(c) Labor Loadings. Loadings that account for pension and employee benefit 

costs, payroll taxes and costs, and the expense of non-productive time (paid leaves plus, if not a 

separate cost category, training) shall be added to any direct or indirect labor costs billed to 

ATCLLC. A document describing the methods Utility Contractor will use to calculate and apply 

labor loadings will be attached to this Schedule 1. 

(d) Extraordinarv Costs. Subject to Article 4 of the Agreement, costs incurred 

by Utility Contractor that are unusual, special or extraordinary may require unique treatment. 

Utility Contractor will notify ATCLLC in advance of incurring such costs whenever possible and 

as soon as possible after incursion of the cost if advance notice is not possible, but in any event 

prior to sending ATCLLC an invoice that includes the cost. 

(e) Utilitv Contractor’s Svstem for Recording Its Costs. Utility Contractor 

will notify ATCLLC in advance of any changes to its system of recording and tracking its costs 

that will significantly impact the calculation or appearance of invoices to ATCLLC. Utility 

Contractor will, at ATCLLC’s expense, provide for the transfer to ATCLLC of electronic billing 

data in a form usable by ATCLLC’s electronic systems for recording and tracking costs of the 

Services. 

3. True-uDs and Reviews. 

Amounts that have been billed based on estimates will be adjusted to the Utility 

Contractor’s actual costs after actual costs are known and ATCLLC will pay more or receive a 

credit, as appropriate, for any true-up. Such true-ups may be performed at any time, but at least 

one annual true-up will be performed by the Utility Contractor for the previous year before the 



expiration of the first quarter of the following year. In addition, formulas, procedures and 

allocations may be revised by either Party if the Party proposing the revision can demonstrate to 

the other Party that new facts have come to light or that it has discovered or developed an 

improved formula, procedure or method for accurately determining or invoicing actual costs. 

Any such revision to a formula, procedure or allocation will not be applied retroactively. 

Amounts previously billed in error, however, will be corrected in accordance with Section 4 

below; error here includes the long or short-term misapplication of an approved formula. Where 

refunds or additional amounts are owed due to a true-up or correction, the refund or additional 

amount shall appear on the next monthly billing following identification of the adjustment. 

4. Contested Statements. 

ATCLLC may contest, and Utility Contractor may correct, any particular items included 

in any Utility Contractor invoice within one year of ATCLLC’s receipt of the invoice. This 

provision does not limit ATCLLC’s right to audit Utility Contractor under Section 6.6 of the 

Agreement. 

5. Adiustments. 

Utility Contractor shall promptly reimburse or credit ATCLLC for any charges that 

should not have been billed to ATCLLC as provided in the Agreement and which either Party 

identifies within 12 months of the ATCLLC’s receipt of the invoice containing such charges. 

Such reimbursements shall be set forth in the appropriate section of the invoice. Utility 

Contractor shall bill ATCLLC for any charges that were not billed but should have been billed to 

ATCLLC as provided in this Agreement and which either Party identifies within 12 months of 

the month that the charges were incurred. 



The amount of any adjustment under this Section shall reflect interest from the date such 

amounts were due at the published prime interest rate of Firstar Bank on the last business day of 

the preceding month. 



American Transmission Company 
Summary of Costs 

Budget For the Year Ended December 31,2000 

Transmission Direct Charges: $5,813,787 f e r  Schedule 1 - Transmission Direct Charges 

Transmission and Distribution Charges - Allocable to ATCO: $1,162,439 Per Schedule 2 - Transmission and Distribution Allocation Pool 

A&G Allocation Pool -Allocated to ATCO: $1,027,642 f e r  Schedure 4 - SERVCO Allocation foo l  Group "A" 

Return Of and Return On Common Facilities $1,818,597 f e r  Schedule 6 - Return of 8 on Common 

Total American Transmission Company Costs 9.822,464 



Line - 
1 Capital - Electric 

Wisconsin Power and Light Company 
Calculation of Transmission Allocator 

Based on 1999 Actuals 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 

24 

25 
26 
27 

- Gas 
- Water 
- Common 

Other Assets 
Liabilities 
Production Operations 
Transmission Operations 
Distribution Operations 
Gas Operations 
Water Operations 
Common Operation 
Production Maintenance 
Transmission Maintenance 
Distribution Maintenance 
Gas Maintenance 
Water Maintenance 
Common Maintenance 
Non Utility 
Less: Non Productive 

WPL SBWGE Total 
16,252,277 149,105 16,401,382 
2,137,6 1 6 

140,759 
1,37 1,344 
9,037,649 

13,306,507 
12,650,521 

1,380,039 
3,426,005 
1,965,881 

119,155 
26,971,351 

7,508,610 
534,315 

3,558,801 
1,036,253 

222,181 
282,600 

2,060,980 

131,634 2,269,250 
14,758 155,517 

1,371,344 
9,037,649 

5,704 13,312,211 
12,650,521 
1,380,039 
3,426,005 
1,965,881 

119,155 
28,200 26,999,551 

7,508,610 
534,315 

3,558,801 
1,036,253 

222,181 
282,600 

2,060,980 
(1 1,648,200) (1 1,648,200) 
92,314,644 329,401 92,644,045 

Electric T&D Activity Allocation 
Total Transmission (Line 8 + Line 14) 
Total Distribution (Line 9 + Line 15) 
Total 

1,914,354 
6,984,806 
8,899,160 

Electric Alloc to Transmission (Line 21 / Line 29) 21.51 % 

Common T&D Activity Allocation 
Common Alloc to Electric ?io 84 85% 

21 .51% 
18.25% 

Electric Amount Alloc to Transmission (Line 24) 
Common Alloc to Transmission (Line 25 * Line 26) 

Sources of Data: 
Lines 1 - 20 Prior year YTD labor loading summaries, direct labor. 

Includes both WPL and Servco 

Line 25 Common allocated to electric YO used in the GL. Based 
on prior year actuals 



Wisconsin Power and Light Company 
Calculation of Labor Loadings 
2001 Estimated Loadings 

Pension & Benefits 
Payroll Taxes 

FICA 
Federal Unemployment 
State Unemployment 
Total 

Non-Productive 

Transportaion 

16.29% 

8.76% 
0.10% 
0.08% 

8.94% 

16.95% 

35.00% 
77.1 8% 



r-- TRANSMISSION COST ALLOCATIONS Page 1 of6 

This procedure covers the approach to transmission services cost allocations and loadings. 

This cost allocation method identifies all of the costs recorded to operate, maintain, support and provide benefit to the 
transmission system. The method provides a full cost view of operating and maintaining transmission plant. As an 
overview, the method provides for costs to be broken into two broad categories: the first being costs directly assignable 
to transmission and the second being other cost centers that provide support to the transmission function. Support or 
indirect costs are based on the applicable allocator. Within these two broad categories (direct and indirect or support) 
there are several component parts which are further detailed in this procedure. 

This procedure is organized as follows: 
I. Directly Assignable Costs 
11. Indirect or Support Costs 
111. 
IV. Exception Items 
V. 
VI. Allocators 

Loadings Applied to Labor in Directly Assignable and Support Cost Categories 

Cost Center and Activity Classification 

I. Directly Assignable Costs 

Transmission directly assignable costs represent those costs, which can be specifically identified as being 
incurred directly for the operations of the transmission system. These costs include direct labor charye5 
and associated labor loadings for people engaged directly in the operation and maintenance 01' thc 
transmission system as well as direct labor charges and associated loadings for people employed In olhzr 
areas who perform direct activities for the transmission function. 

Directly assignable costs generally include: 

1 .  Transmission O&M - costs which are charged directly to the FER(' accounts 560 10 57h lor 
Transmission Operations and Maintenance expense. Costs can include labor. associated labor 
loadings, materials and supplies, invoices, etc. 

2. Other miscellaneous charges and credits which go to various FERC accounts other than those listed 
above. Examples include directly assignable administrative expenses charged to 900 FERC 
accounts. 

3. Labor loadings applied on directly assignable costs are discussed in section I11 below. 

4. Insurance and Claims. These costs are broken into two categories: a) Self-Insurance and b) Excess 
Insurance policy premiums. 

a. Self-Insurance costs are the Company's out-of-pocket expenses that represent the amount 
of the deductible on excess insurance policies paid for by the Company when a loss 15 

incurred. These costs can include workers compensation claims and third party damage 
claims. Claims costs include the actual damage awards, settlement payments, attomeys fees. 
and all other related costs of defense. When these costs are directly assignable to 
transmission operations, they will be billed as a direct charge. 



TRANSMISSION COST ALLOCATIONS Page 2 of 6 

b. Refer to Section 11. B. 5. of this procedure for information on how a portion of total 
Company excess insurance costs are allocated to transmission operations. 

11. Support or Indirect Costs 

These costs represent costs for activities, which benefit the whole company and support activities. which arc 
partially attributable to transmission operations. To summarize the billing method, the first step is to group cos1 
centers into the basic pools or groups of sources of costs. The second step IS to analyze charges within each 
pool and subdivide them into activity groups. Each activity group has an allocator applied to determine the 
portion assignable to transmission operations. 

Below is a summary of the support groups, cost components, and allocators used to determine the percentage 
assignable to transmission operations. 

A. Energy Delivery Support 
The activities included in this category include inventory management, equipment maintenance and 
operations, and other miscellaneous activities. 

B. A&G Support 

The activities included in this pool include accounting and finance, communications, human resources. 
environmental planning, budgeting and financial planning, building management, information technology 
support, and printing activities. The pool of costs has excluded any activities that are specifically 
attributable to other business units such as GENCO, Merchant or Non-Utility Diversified. What remains 
are activities or costs that are attributable to all utility-only business units and assigned to transmission 
operations using an appropriate allocator. This process is further described below. 

1. Activity Group A 

Costs in this category generally include accounting and finance, information technology and 
regulatory affairs. The allocator used IS the Transmission Operations Salaries and Wages 
Allocator. Refer to Section VI for the allocation calculation. 

2. Activity Group B 

Costs in this category generally include human resources and telecommunications. The allocator 
used is the Transmission Operations Salaries and Wages Allocator. Refer to Scctron L'1 foi- thc 
allocation calculation. 

3. Activity Group C 

Costs in this category generally include general administration and retum on (].e. carrying costs 
on) assets and liabilities associated with pension and postlretirement benefits accounted for in 

certain sub-accounts of FERC accounts 186 and 253, and retum on and retum of (i.e. straight 
line depreciation) common plant facilities that provide indirect support to or benefit transmission 
operations. 



TRANSMISSION COST ALLOCATIONS Page 3 of 6 

The following sections further describe a) retum on and retum of common plant, b) guidelines 
for capitalizing software, c) direct billed software and d) other software charges. 

a. Calculation Method 

The FERC plant accounts that are subject to the return on and ofcommon plant calculation 
include (i.e. “C” refers to “Common”): 

C301 
C389 
C390 
C391 

C392 
c 3 9 3  
c 3 9 4  
c 3 9 5  
C396 
c 3 9 7  

Intangible Plant 
Land and Land Rights 
Structures & Improvements 
Office Fumiture and Equipment, which includes computer hardware and 
software 
Transportation Equipment 
Stores Equipment 
Tools Shop Garage Equipment 
Laboratory Equipment 
Power Operated Equipment 
Common Equipment 

Calculation Stem 

The steps involved in the calculation of retum on and return of are described below and 
generally provide for the total account balances to be adjusted downward for any plan1 thar 
provides no benefit to transmission operations. 

Below is a more detailed discussion of the two-step process for calculating retum on and 
retum of: 

Steu 1 Calculation of Retum on Common Plant and Net Pension and Post Retirement 
Assets and Liabilities 

a. 100% of Average Common Plant 
b. less: Associated Book Straight Line Accumulated Depreciation 
c. less: Net Book Value of Non-Allocable Plant, Including: 1) Specific Business Unit 

Land, Structures and Computer Systems (e g. GENCO support system and plant) 
d. Add: Net Pension and Post Retirement Assets and Liabilities (adjusted for deferred 

taxes) 
e. Less: Deferred Tax Depreciation Reserve Associated with Allocable Common Plant 
f. Total of (a) through (e) above multiplied by the pre-tax weighted cost of capital from 

the last PSCW rate order. 

Steu 2: Calculation of Retum Of Common Plant 

Retum of is the annual straight-line depreciation expense on the gross cost of allocable 
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common plant. 

The allocator used for the return on and of common plant and net pension and post 
retirement assets and liabilities is the transmission operations average labor and plant ratio. 
discussed in Section VI of this procedure. 

b. Direct Billed Software 
When WPL purchases or implements depreciable software specifically for transmission 
operations, it will be billed on a separate line of the construction billing. 

c. Other Software 
Software installed for: (1) general use of employees (e.g. Excel, Word, Powerpoint, etc.); 
and (2) the operations of departments providing services to transmission operations (e.g. 
A&G Support Pool software tools such as Human Resources, Accounts Payable, 
Accounting, etc. Do not include any software that does not provide any direct or indirect 
support to transmission operations. 

4. Activity Group D 
Costs in this category generally include service and material procurement charges. The allocator used 
is the Transmission Operations Salaries and Wages Allocator. Referred to in Section VI of these 
procedures. 

5. Insurance and Claims. 
These costs are broken into two categories: a). Self-Insurance and b). Excess Insurance policy 
premiums. 

a. Self-Insurance - Out-of-Pocket Exuenses 
Self-insurance costs are the Company’s out-of-pocket expenses that represent the amount of the 
deductible on excess insurance policies paid for by the Company when a loss i s  incurred. These 
costs can include workers compensation claims and third party damage claims. Claims costs 
include the actual damage awards, settlement payments, attorneys fees, and all other related costs 
of defense The first step is to classify the claim as direct or into the appropriate support category. 
The second step is to then use the allocator applicable to the support category to determine the 
amount allocable to transmission operations. 

Claims will be billed on an estimated basis. The estimate is subject to true up in the subsequent 
calendar year. 

b. Excess Insurance Policv Premiums 
Annual premium costs include policies such as property, workers compensation, Directors and 
Officers, excess liability, and fiduciary liability. Premium costs are offset at times with 
returned premiums or policy distributions. 

The net costs are billed on an estimated basis and subject to true up in the subsequent calendar 
year. 
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111. Loadings Applied to Labor in Directly Assignable and Support Costs 
Categories 

The labor loadings, which are applied to both direct and support, or indirect costs include non-productive. 
pensions and benefits, and payroll taxes (i.e. FICA, FUTA, and SUTA), and transportation costs if applicable. . 

Labor loadings are applied to productive labor for billing purposes using an estimated rate based on the current 
year budget. The estimated rates are subject to true up in the subsequent calendar year 

Some labor loadings are directly charged to FERC operations and maintenance accounts and others go to FERC 
accounts 926 Benefits or 408 Payroll Taxes. Further definition of each of the labor loadings is provided below. 

A. Pensions and Benefits Loading 
In general, the pensions and benefits loading is calculated based on benefits that are provided to inosl 
general employees and accounted for in FERC 926 Employee Pensions and Benefits. This account 
includes, but is not limited to, the following types of benefits: 

Pension 
Active Medical and Dental 

Long-Term Disability 
Post-Retirement Medical and Dental 

Survivor Income Benefits and Group Life Insurance 

Company Contribution to Employee 401K Plans 

Benefits for purposes of this loading calculation do not include all charges to account 926 since some 
of the costs in account 926 are recovered as part of A&G Support Costs, Cost Category €3. Human 
Resource Department costs. 

B. Payroll Taxes Loading 
The payroll tax loading represents the required employer contribution paid to various governmental 
agencies based on a percentage of payroll. Current payroll taxes include FICA. FUTA, and SUTA. 

C. Non-Productive Loading 
The non-productive loading represents vacations and other paid time off. 

D. Transportation Loading 
Includes maintenance, fuel and depreciation expense for the company's fleet operations. 

IV. Exception Items 
Costs incurred in special or unusual circumstances must be evaluated for appropriate cost sharing. When 
appropriate, a special method for handling these costs must be developed. Note that exception items may fall 
within any of the cost categories contained in this procedure. 

In addition to the costs defined in this Section, it is appropriate to establish a special method for the handling of 
severance and early retirement costs 
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V. Cost Center and Activity Classification 

When cost centers and activities are added, it is necessary to update all billing reports. The update process 
includes: 
A. Running a system query to identify new cost centers and activities, 
B. Classifying new cost centers into the appropriate pool (i.e. Direct or one of the Indirect Support 

C. Classifying new activities as billable or non-billable and presenting billable activities to ATCo for 

D. Updating all billing reports. 

Category pools) and presenting this to co-owners for quarterly review, 

quarterly review, and 

VI. Allocators 

The allocators used in the billing method are shown below 

Transmission Operations Salaries and Wages (S&W) Only Allocator 

Transmission Operations S&W / Total Company S&W 

C:\WINDOWS\TEMP\BILLIN-I 
12/20/00 7:04 PM 


